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Synopsis

Is there credible evidence that Jesus of Nazareth really is the Son of God? Skeptics dismiss the Jesus of the Gospels by claiming there is no evidence in the case for Christ. Lee Strobel disagrees. The former legal journalist and one-time atheist knows how to ask tough questions. His own search for truth about Jesus led him to faith in Christ. Now Strobel invites you and your group to investigate the truth about Jesus Christ leading to the facts that guided Strobel from atheism to faith in Christ. In this revised six-session video study, participants will journey along with Strobel on a quest for the truth about Jesus. Rejecting easy answers, you will sift through fascinating historical evidence as you weigh compelling expert testimony. In the end, groups may very well see Jesus in a new way—and even, like Strobel, find their life transformed. Pastors, small group leaders, and individuals will find compelling answers for their questions about Jesus in this revised study guide, to be used in coordination with The Case for Christ Revised: A DVD Study (sold separately). The six sessions include: The Investigation of a Lifetime Eyewitness Evidence Evidence Outside the Bible Analyzing Jesus Evidence for the Resurrection Reaching Your Verdict
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Customer Reviews

I have read this book several times and each time I learn a little something more. I feel so comfortable with it that I ordered it for each of my nieces and nephews to read. Lee Strobel is a very intriguing and persuasive author. You should take the time to get this one!
The book, which is the basic material for this study is fabulous. The video material that forms the core of this small group study is also quite good, with professional production values and a good pace. The study guide would be good if used with seekers. Our group of mature believers was drawn to this study to be better equipped to answer the questions we all encounter from friends and family who are still undecided about Jesus. The study guide would have been more helpful if it included some alternate questions for discussion that were more geared to existing believers.

For use with video lessons. Does not exactly follow videos, but still helpful in administering course.

Geared towards those who haven't done too many Bible studies, but overall...worth the read!

Excellent lawyer work running down the truth.,

as advertised, timely arrival

Excellent book!

A good read.
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